**Ezpap with sclerosis patient**

Sep 9, 2014. [Respiratory therapy with Ez-PAP for treatment of dynamic hyperinflation in patients with severe COPD and emphysema]. [Article in German]. The EZPAP positive airway pressure system is used to expand the lung by increasing Functional. EZPAP therapy requires a spontaneously breathing patient, clinicians to provide the best possible patient care. This year. of patients who received EZPAP in a twelve. cystic fibrosis (CF) and multiple sclerosis (MS). When incentive spirometry alone won’t open patient’s airways, expand your options with EzPAP®. It makes providing positive airway pressure positively easy. Pulmonary atelectasis is a frequent respiratory postoperative complication in cardiac surgery. Classically, the treatment of these patients is based on manual...
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